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of nearly all the principal companies in this part of the country.
You can take it and study them, but first we will look them over
together. For fear the diagrams may not be quite clear to you, I
want to call your attention to two or three symbols in common
use. When you see those toothed lines placed opposite each
other, that means an induction or repeating coil. When you see
a single one of these by itself, however, that means a resistance
coil, or perhaps a resistance without the coil. Those circles
connected by a link mean a polarized bell or ringer. When you
sec a straight line ending in an arrow point, it means a switch
contact. The rest is easily understood. I have been around this
plant pretty well and have been ordering new parts where new
parts were needed in...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really
completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Jua nita  R eynolds-- Jua nita  R eynolds
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